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AlgorithmsAbstract In this paper a fast numerical algorithm to solve an integral equation model for wave
propagation along a perfectly conducting two-dimensional terrain is suggested. It is applied to dif-
ferent actual terrain proﬁles and the results indicate very good agreement with published work. In
addition, the proposed algorithm has achieved considerable saving in processing time. The formu-
lation is extended to solve the propagation over lossy dielectric surfaces. A combined ﬁeld integral
equation (CFIE) for wave propagation over dielectric terrain is solved efﬁciently by utilizing the
method of moments with complex basis functions. The numerical results for different cases of
dielectric surfaces are compared with the results of perfectly conducting surface evaluated by the
IE conventional algorithm.
ª 2013 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an open access
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).Introduction
The study of electromagnetic wave propagation is of signiﬁcant
importance in the planning and evaluation ofwireless communi-
cation systems and data networks. The wave propagation is af-
fected by the presence of the earth, the atmosphere, and the
ionosphere. Consequently, the propagating wave is subjected
to diverse mechanisms of reﬂection, diffraction, refraction,and scattering (Collin, 1985). These mechanisms are dynamic
and highly affected by roughness, irregularity, and dimensional-
ity of the terrain surface, also the electric and magnetic proper-
ties of the ground. The solution of terrain-based propagation
problems involves the accurate determination of the ﬁeld predic-
tions at different locations along the terrain, taking into account
all propagation phenomena and factors.
There are many ﬁeld-computation models for the solution
of electromagnetic wave propagation problems. Simple para-
metric models like the Hata model (Hata, 1980) and the spher-
ical earth with knife-edges (SEKE) (Ayasli, 1986) have been
used. However, these models are inaccurate since they are inca-
pable of predicting the ﬂuctuations in ﬁeld strength due to
shadowing and diffraction. But the analytical solution of wave
propagation over general complex terrain geometry is not pos-
sible, and so one must go to computational electromagnetic
methods (CEM).
Figure 1 Terrain geometry.
Fast integral equation algorithms for the solution of electromagnetic wave propagation over general terrains 15The availability of powerful PCs paved the way for inten-
sive use of IE in wave propagation problems. Various integral
equation (IE) based methods have been used for the solution of
ﬁeld scattering over perfectly and imperfectly conducting rough
terrain proﬁles (Hviid et al., 1995; Yagbasan et al., 2010; Bluck
et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2006; Nie, 2005; Liepa, 1968; Bruke,
1990; DaHan and Sarabandi, 2009, 2010; Tuc et al., 2005). The
IE models are widely adopted in terrain based propagation
problems when the atmosphere characteristics are constant
and the signiﬁcant variation in the medium occurs through the
shape and characteristics of the ground boundary, thus the sur-
face scattering is the predominant physical phenomenon. In
Hviid et al. (1995) an IE model for the wave propagation over
irregular terrain using the dual of the magnetic ﬁeld integral
equation has been derived. The derived equation relates the
surface magnetic current on a perfect magnetic conducting 2-
D terrain to the source electric ﬁeld. The assumption of perfect
magnetic conductivity for vertical polarization refers to a reﬂec-
tion coefﬁcient of 1, which is a good approximation of the
reﬂection coefﬁcient for grazing incidence over a real ground
at high frequency. However, the assumption of 2-D surface is
not essential and it is considered in order to reduce the numerical
computations. The algorithm suggested inHviid et al. (1995) for
the solution of the IE is slow since the processing time depends
on the square of the number of unknowns, which increases
linearly with frequency (Akorly and Costa, 2001; Aberegg and
Peterson, 1995; Moroney and Cullen, 1995); yet more efﬁcient
algorithms can be developed. The unknown magnetic currents
on the terrain surface are expressed in terms of a set of complex
basis functions or natural basis set (Aberegg and Peterson, 1995;
Moroney and Cullen, 1995) as an alternative of the standard
pulse basis functions used in the conventional algorithm. After
the substitution of the new basis functions in the integral equa-
tion, the complex amplitudes of the unknownmagnetic currents
are evaluated only at a few nodal points within each terrain
segment. The values at intermediate points are then calculated
by quadratic interpolation on the nodal points.
While the treatment of terrain as perfectly conducting, gives
good results at UHF when compared to measurements, it is
natural to consider the effect of ﬁnite conductivity on the ﬁeld
predictions over irregular terrain. Accordingly, the treatment
of the solution of wave propagation problems using IE tech-
niques will be extended to study the general problem of prop-
agation over lossy dielectric terrains. The ﬁrst step is to utilize
the well known combined ﬁeld integral equation (CFIE) for-
mulation, which describes the propagation over a two dimen-
sional dielectric surface in terms of the equivalent electric and
magnetic surface currents (Umashankar and Taﬂove, 1993).
Then introducing the complex basis functions (natural basis
set) representation of the surface currents, and solving the
resultant equations by using the point matching (collocation)
method. For the purpose of veriﬁcation three cases can be con-
sidered, namely: good dielectrics, lossy dielectrics and good
conductors. They are deﬁned using a well-known dimension-
less quantity deﬁned as the electric loss tangent (Balanis,
1989). However, while the case of good conductor can be easily
veriﬁed by comparison with measurements and previous mod-
els, the other cases cannot be easily veriﬁed for massive scale
problems due to the limitations in reference models or mea-
surements. Nevertheless, the method provides an evidence
for the accuracy and the applicability of the conventional for-
ward algorithm for the perfectly conducting case. In addition,indications for the deviation of the lossy dielectric case from
the perfectly conducting one can be noticed.
Conventional and proposed efﬁcient algorithms for the solution
of IE
The IE derived in Hviid et al. (1995) which relates the magnetic
current density at an arbitrary point on the terrain to the
source contribution and to the scattering from other points
on the surface, is given by Hviid et al. (1995).
MSðpÞ ¼ 2MSi ðpÞ þ
1
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where p, p0 are the observation and the source points respec-
tively, n is a unit vector normal to the surface at the observa-
tion point p pointing upward, R1 and R2 are the distances
indicated on the terrain geometry shown in Fig. 1, k = 2p/k0
is the wave number, k0 is the wavelength, and R2 is the unit
vector directed from the source point to the observation point.
The conventional algorithm suggested in Hviid et al. (1995)
utilizes the point matching (collocation) method to solve the IE
in Eq. (1) for the unknown magnetic currents. The surface is
sampled into a set of N intervals or cells and the magnetic cur-
rent is approximated by the sub sectional pulse basis functions
deﬁned on these intervals. Then the IE is enforced on the cen-
ter of each interval, and the integral along each interval is
approximated by the value of the integrand at the interval’s
center multiplied by its length (Hviid et al., 1995). Conse-
quently, this procedure transforms Eq. (1) into a system of lin-
ear equations (full matrix of order N · N) given by
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The back scattering is neglected in Eq. (1), this has the ef-
fect of setting the upper half of the interaction matrix to zero,
which represents the backscattering interactions leaving the
lower triangular matrix equation which is given by:
MSn ¼ 2MSn;i þ
1
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p
4
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In this case the set of unknown magnetic currents are eval-
uated directly by forward substitution. The conventional algo-
rithm of Eq. (3) indicates that the magnetic current at a speciﬁc
16 I.K. Abu Seif, M.K. Abdelazeezpoint along the terrain is obtained by the sum of contributions
from the source and all previous points on the terrain surface.
For the above conventional algorithm to work satisfactorily,
the length of each terrain cell must be smaller than (k0/2)
to keep the fast varying phase term expðjkR2Þ ¼
expðj2pR2=k0Þ in Eq. (3) relatively constant within each ter-
rain cell. As the number of operations is of orderN2 the computa-
tion time increases with the square of number of cellsN, and hence
with the square of frequency (Akorly and Costa, 2001). Therefore,
the conventional algorithm is relatively slow for practical large-
scale problems at high frequencies, and this will restrict the appli-
cability to the model for wide range of applications.
The new efﬁcient algorithm utilizes the natural basis set
(Akorly and Costa, 2001) to overcome the difﬁculty of the
treatment of the fast varying phase in Eq. (3). The new basis
functions are deﬁned by:
gnðp0Þ ¼ Pnðp0Þ
ejkR1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R1
p ; gnðpÞ ¼ PnðpÞ
ejkR0ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R0
p ð4Þ
where R0, R1 are indicated in Fig. 1, and Pn is the standard
pulse basis function deﬁned as:
Pnðp0Þ ¼
1 for p0 2 fp0n  Dp0n : p0n þ Dp0g
0 otherwise

using the new set of basis functions, the unknown magnetic
current can be expressed as:
Msðp0Þ ¼
XN
n¼1
Angnðp0Þ ð5Þ
where An is the unknown complex amplitude of the magnetic
current at the speciﬁed point. Substituting Eqs. (4) and (5) in
Eq. (1), and using the fact that R1 + R2  R0, which is valid
for grazing incidence, the following can be obtained:
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Expression (6), relates the complex amplitudes of the magnetic
currents rather than the magnetic currents themselves. For
gentle slopes (slowly varying) terrains with linear segments,
the magnetic current at an observation point on certain terrain
segment can be seen as the result of incident magnetic current
at that point, and the scattered contributions from all the seg-
ments previous to the segment containing this observation
point. Therefore the scattering integral can be expressed as:
AðpÞ ¼ 2AiðpÞ þ e
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
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In Eq. (7), the original integral was decomposed into the sum
of the V contributions of the linear terrain segments Sv preced-
ing the segment containing the observation point. In addition,
it should be noticed that the points on the segment do not con-
tribute to the magnetic current at another point of the same
segment since the corresponding product (nÆR2) is always equal
to zero in this case. It is also legitimate to conclude that the
complex amplitudes of the magnetic currents in Eq. (7) are
much more slowly varying than the magnetic currents in Eq.
(3) since the phase term expðjkðR1 þ R2  R0Þ; is varying
slower than the expðjkR2Þ term in Eq. (3) (see Fig. 1).The proposed algorithm utilizes the above formulation and
the fact that the complex amplitudes of the magnetic current
are much slowly varying; to avoid the necessity of calculating
the unknown magnetic currents at all points or cells on the ter-
rain. The cells within each terrain segment are arranged into
groups and the complex amplitude of the magnetic current is
evaluated only at a few selected points (cells) within each
group using Eq. (7). The values at other points are determined
by quadratic interpolation on those selected points.
Formulation of the CFIE algorithm for lossy dielectric terrain
In perfectly conducting terrains the total electric and magnetic
ﬁeld distributions exist near and outside the conducting surface
with no ﬁelds inside. Meanwhile part of the incident ﬁelds pen-
etrates inside the dielectric material and interacts with its sur-
face, where it is possible to deﬁne mathematically induced
electric and magnetic currents on its surface. Consequently,
those induced currents produce the scattered electric and mag-
netic ﬁelds in all directions. The complete electric and magnetic
ﬁeld distributions in the free space and inside the scatterer sat-
isfy the boundary conditions (total tangential electric and mag-
netic ﬁelds are continuous on the surface of the dielectric
terrain). Based upon these facts and using the electromagnetic
source equivalence principles interior and exterior to the sur-
face; the well-known combined ﬁeld integral equation (CFIE)
formulation was derived in Umashankar and Taﬂove (1993),
which relates the induced equivalent surface electric and mag-
netic currents to the incident electric and magnetic ﬁelds. The
two-dimensional scattering medium is assumed to be lossy, lin-
ear, homogeneous, non-dispersive, and isotropic embedded in
free space, with ﬁelds oriented as transverse electric to y. The
equations are deﬁned as follows:
HiyðpÞ ¼
Z
C
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where Eis andH
i
y are the incident electric and magnetic ﬁelds, Js
and My are the electric and magnetic current densities, p is an
observation point on the contour C, p0 is an integration (scat-
tering) point, s is the arc length along the contour C,
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p
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Figure 2 Terrain contour, geometry, and constitutive parame-
ters of the surface.
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ð2Þ
0 is the Hankel function of the second kind, H
ð2Þ0
0 is the
derivative of Hankel function with respect to its argument,
e1; e2 are the permittivity of regions 1 and 2 in F/m, l1; l2
are the permeability of regions 1 and 2 in H/m, e02 is the effec-
tive permittivity in F/m, k1 is the wave number of region 1 in
rad/m, k2 is the complex wave number of region 2, x is the
angular frequency in rad/s, X is the angle that a normal at
point p makes with positive x-axis, and r2 is the conductivity
of region 2 in (Xm)1 (see Fig. 2).
The point collocation method is used to solve the combined
ﬁeld integral equation, Eq. (8), where a discrete set of equa-
tions is obtained by expressing the currents Js andMy as linear
combinations of expansion functions, each with N; unknown
coefﬁcients. The currents Js and My are expressed as
Myðp0Þ ¼
XN
n¼1
Ingnðp0Þ
Jsðp0Þ ¼
X2N
n¼Nþ1
Ingnðp0Þ
ð9Þ
where In is the unknown current, and gn(p
0) is a chosen basis
function.
The use of a standard pulse basis function requires a large
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Figure 3 The Hjorrinmodel the quickly varying phase of the problem (Brennan
and Cullen, 1998). Therefore, in order to remove the quickly
varying phase and generate a fast solution with reasonable
number of unknowns, the complex basis functions are used.
The complex basis functions are given by:
gnðp0Þ ¼ Pnejk1 jp
0
nps j ð10Þ
where Pn is the rectangular pulse basis function deﬁned on
the interval In ¼ ½p0n  Dp0n; p0n þ Dp0n, and ps is the position
of the antenna relative to the origin, also the magnetic cur-
rent match points to be located at the same points of the
electric current will be assumed, i.e. pn ¼ pnþNforn ¼
1; 2;    ; N. After substituting Eq. (10) in Eq. (8), the fol-
lowing is obtained:
A B
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 
¼ H
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where the interaction matrix elements are deﬁned by
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where pm = (xm, zm) = m
th match point centered in Im,
pn,i = (xn,i, zn,i) = i
th integration (source) point of In, Nn is
the number of integration points in Im, R ¼ jpm
p0n;ij;R1 ¼ jðpm þ hmÞ  p0n;i1j;R2 ¼ jðpm  hmÞ  p0n;i1j;R3 ¼
jðpm þ hmÞ p0n;iþ1j;R4 ¼ jðpm  hmÞ  p0n;iþ1j; hm is the integra-
tion step within Im;H ¼ xl1H1 þ xl2H2000 8000 10000 12000
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Figure 4 The Jerslev terrain proﬁle.
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Figure 5 The IE proposed algorithm path loss predictions compared with the conventional algorithm for Hjorringvej proﬁle at
143.9 MHz.
18 I.K. Abu Seif, M.K. AbdelazeezH3 ¼ Hð2Þ0 ðk1R1Þ Hð2Þ0 ðk1R2Þ Hð2Þ0 ðk1R3Þ þHð2Þ0 ðk1R4Þ;H4
¼ Hð2Þ0 ðk2R1Þ Hð2Þ0 ðk2R2Þ Hð2Þ0 ðk2R3Þ þHð2Þ0 ðk2R4Þ;U0n;i
¼ fðxm  x0n;iÞ cosX0n;i þ ðzm  z0m;iÞ sinX0n;ig; andUn;i
¼ fðxm  x0n;iÞ cosXm þ ðzm  z0m;iÞ sinXmg
In this formulation, the integrals are approximated by Euler’s
rule, and the partial derivatives are calculated numerically by
the central differencemethods. There will be no numerical insta-
bility since the central difference methods are implicit numerical
methods and hence stable. In the case of self-interaction terms itis necessary to avoid the singularity which can be achieved by
using the well-known expansion (Balanis, 1989)
H
ð2Þ
0 ðkpÞ 
kp!0
1 j 2p lnð1:781 kp2 Þ which when numerically inte-
grated gives
R hn=2
hn=2H
ð2Þ
0 ðkpÞdp ¼ hn½1 j 2p lnð1:781 khn4e Þ. Once the
electric and magnetic currents are evaluated, the scattered and
the total ﬁelds are determined by integrating the induced surface
currents over the terrain surface. When applied to the propaga-
tion problem, the numerical algorithm must handle different
cases of lossy dielectric medium. The goal is to investigate the
deviations in the ﬁeld predictions from the perfectly conducting
medium already calculated by the IE conventional algorithm.
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Figure 6 The IE proposed algorithm path loss predictions compared with the conventional algorithm for Hjorringvej proﬁle at
435 MHz.
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Figure 7 The IE proposed algorithm path loss predictions compared with the conventional algorithm for Hjorringvej proﬁle at
970 MHz.
Fast integral equation algorithms for the solution of electromagnetic wave propagation over general terrains 19The electric loss tangent s ð¼ r2=xe2Þ is used to classify the
type of the lossy medium (Balanis, 1989). Upon the deﬁni-
tion of s, the terrain can be classiﬁed into one of the follow-
ing categories: For s 1 medium is assumed to be good
dielectric, for s= 1 medium is assumed to be lossy dielec-
tric, and for s 1 medium is assumed to be good conduc-
tor. Consequently, different constitutive parameters for the
terrain surface are assumed to clarify the different cases,
where the surface conductivity and permittivity are chosen
taking into account the operating frequency.Results and discussions
The developed numerical algorithms are applied to wave
propagation problems involving actual terrain proﬁles. The
IE path loss predictions along general terrain proﬁles for
different excitation frequencies calculated using the proposed
efﬁcient algorithm are compared with those of the conven-
tional algorithm in Hviid et al. (1995), and also the process-
ing time for the proposed efﬁcient algorithm is compared
with that required by the conventional one. Finally, the
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Figure 8 The IE proposed algorithm path loss predictions compared with the conventional algorithm for Hjorringvej proﬁle at
1900 MHz.
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Figure 9 The IE proposed algorithm path loss predictions compared with the conventional algorithm for Jerslev proﬁle at 143.9 MHz.
20 I.K. Abu Seif, M.K. Abdelazeezeffect of the ﬁnite conductivity has been investigated numer-
ically by the implementation of the CFIE algorithm for dif-
ferent constitutive parameters representing different classes
of dielectric terrain surfaces.
4.1. IE model efﬁcient algorithm
Two proﬁles were selected from Aalborg in Denmark with
path lengths of 11.1 km, and 5.6 km; respectively (Hviid
et al., 1995). The transmitting antenna is a vertical electric di-
pole situated 10.4 m above the left most point and the ﬁeldswere measured 2.4 m above the terrain. The terrain proﬁle
(Hjorringvej) is shown in Fig. 3. It is characterized by height
variations above the mean sea level at points distant from
the source by multiple integers of 50 m, up to a maximum
length of 11.1 km. While Fig. 4 shows the Jerslev proﬁle, which
is approximately half the length of the Hjorringvej proﬁle with
slower slope variations compared with the Hjorringvej.
The proposed algorithm for the solution of the IE model is
applied to the terrain proﬁles (Hjorringvej and Jerslev) and
the path loss predictions are compared with those obtained
by the conventional algorithm. The simulation was performed
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Figure 10 The IE proposed algorithm path loss predictions compared with the conventional algorithm for Jerslev proﬁle at 435 MHz.
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Figure 11 The IE proposed algorithm path loss predictions compared with the conventional algorithm for Jerslev proﬁle at 970 MHz.
Fast integral equation algorithms for the solution of electromagnetic wave propagation over general terrains 21on the same platform (P4 2 GHz with 128 MRAM) operating
under windows using MATLAB package. The results of both
algorithms; the proposed and the conventional, for the Hjor-
ringvej terrain proﬁle at the operating frequencies:
143.9 MHz, 435 MHz, 970 MHz and 1.9 GHz are shown in
Figs. 5–8. Also, Figs. 9–12 display the corresponding results
for the Jerslev terrain proﬁle. The IE proposed algorithm path
loss predictions compare favorably with those obtained from
the conventional algorithm, which represents an evidence for
the accuracy and applicability of the proposed algorithm for
such problems. It can be shown that the accuracy is lower at
certain regions where the terrains show fast slope variations;
also it is clear that the results for Jerslev proﬁle are better thanthose of the Hjorringvej proﬁle, which may be a result of the
slower slope variations and the physical nature of the terrain.
In addition, the efﬁcient algorithm has achieved consider-
able saving in processing time. The processing time required
by the two algorithms for the Hjorringvej proﬁle, and the num-
ber of terrain elements (N) for each frequency are given in Ta-
ble 1. The third and fourth columns display the needed
processing times at each frequency for the conventional (Tc)
and the proposed efﬁcient (Te) algorithms, respectively. Mean-
while the last column displays the ratio (RT) between the cor-
responding processing times of the two algorithms. It can be
noticed that the number of required terrain elements increases
linearly with the frequency, to keep the spatial sampling
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Figure 12 The IE proposed algorithm path loss predictions compared with the conventional algorithm for Jerslev proﬁle at 1900 MHz.
Table 1 Comparison between the processing times of the two
algorithms.
Frequency (MHz) N (element) Tc (s) Te (s) RT (%)
143.9 11,100 2,245.4 561.61 25.01
435 31,714 18,305.12 1,683.8 9.2
970 71,611 93,332.53 3,740.66 4.0
1900 138,750 351,341.03 7,034.63 2.0
22 I.K. Abu Seif, M.K. Abdelazeezresolution less than ðk0=2Þ, as previously discussed. The study
of the processing times recorded in the third and fourth col-0 1000 2000 30
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Figure 13 Jerslev proﬁle, 970 MHz, r2 =umns of Table 1 indicates that the processing time (Tc) associ-
ated with the conventional algorithm increases with the square
of the number of elements and the frequency. On the other
hand, the processing time (Te) of the efﬁcient algorithm in-
creases linearly with the number of elements and the
frequency.
These facts illustrate the saving in processing time achieved
by the proposed efﬁcient algorithm mainly at high frequencies
as shown in the last column. Finally we would like to remark
that part of the difference in results between the two algo-
rithms is due to the interpolation process used in the efﬁcient
algorithm. Hence, dividing the terrain segments into a large
number of sections may lead to smaller error on the expense00 4000 5000 6000
 in Meters
lgorithm. 
rithm. 
9.8 · 106(Xm)1, and s= 1.8 · 104.
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Figure 14 Jerslev proﬁle, 970 MHz, r2 = 5.7 · 102(Xm)1, and s= 1.047.
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Figure 15 Jerslev proﬁle, 970 MHz, r2 = 5 · 102(Xm)1, and s= 9.187 · 103.
Fast integral equation algorithms for the solution of electromagnetic wave propagation over general terrains 23of the required processing time. However, it can be shown that
the result for the three sections is satisfactory and so increasing
the number of sections per terrain segment is not necessary.
4.2. Lossy dielectric terrain
The CFIE numerical model is used to calculate the path loss
predictions for wave propagation over lossy dielectric surface.
The use of complex basis functions leads to impedance matrix
of substantially reduced rank (compared with those obtained
by the standard pulse basis functions) where the density of un-
knowns became small (one unknown every 50 m). Conse-
quently, the algorithm is very fast compared with the IEalgorithms. Different values of terrain’s constitutive parame-
ters representing different classes of dielectric surfaces have
been chosen (Balanis, 1989). The results for the Jerslev proﬁle
at 970 MHz are shown in Figs. 13–16 for the dielectric cases
shown in Table 2. In each case, the path loss predictions of
the CFIE model are compared with the perfectly conducting
case evaluated by the IE efﬁcient algorithm.
The deviation from the perfectly conducting case is more
obvious in the good and lossy dielectric cases, which corre-
spond to loss tangent factors of 1.8 · 104, and 1.047, respec-
tively. On the other hand, the results for the good conducting
cases (s 1) are very close to the perfectly conducting case, as
shown in Figs. 15 and 16. In spite of the clear deviation from
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Figure 16 Jerslev proﬁle, 970 MHz, r2 = 3 · 104(Xm)1, and s= 5.512 · 105.
Table 2 Constitutive parameters for different classes of
dielectric surfaces.
Dielectric case Conductivity
r2((Xm)
1)
Relative
permittivity
eR2
Electric loss
tangent (s)
Good dielectric 9.8 · 106 1.01 1.8 · 104
Lossy dielectric 5.7 · 102 1.01 1.047
Conductor 5.0 · 102 1.01 9.187 · 103
Good conductor 3.0 · 104 1.01 5.512 · 105
24 I.K. Abu Seif, M.K. Abdelazeezperfectly conducting case at the good and lossy dielectric cases,
those cases are not realistic since most of the real terrain sur-
faces may be considered as good conductors. This may justify
the assumption of perfect conductivity for the propagation
over real ground without signiﬁcant reduction in accuracy. It
also indicates that the deviations from measurements are due
essentially to geographical factors such as the neglect of sur-
face local roughness and the presence of buildings and vegeta-
tions. Consequently, the use of the IE model assuming a
perfectly conducting surface is sufﬁcient to obtain numerical
results with high agreement with measurements.
Conclusions
An efﬁcient algorithm with time saving measures for the solu-
tion of an IE model for wave propagation over a perfectly con-
ducting irregular terrain has been proposed. The method of
moments with the natural basis functions is used instead of
the pulse basis functions, which is used in the conventional
algorithm. The IE is modiﬁed to one that relates the slowly
varying complex amplitudes of the magnetic current rather
than the current itself. Hence, the exact calculation of the mag-
netic current at each point on the surface is no longer neces-sary, and instead, the linear segments of the surface is
divided into a number of sections and the current is evaluated
at the ﬁrst, center, and last point of each section. The magnetic
current at the intermediate points is then evaluated using qua-
dratic interpolation. The two algorithms were also applied to
the same terrain proﬁles using the same computing platform.
The results compared favorably with those obtained by the ori-
ginal conventional algorithm, and a considerable saving in
processing time was achieved mainly at high frequency. The
deviation between the results of the algorithms occurs in re-
gions where the terrains show steepest slope variations. It
was noticed that increasing the number of sections per segment
could reduce the error; however, this will be at the expense of
processing time increase. Finally, the formulation is extended
to handle the general wave propagation over lossy dielectric
surface. A combined ﬁeld integral equation algorithm was
developed which utilizes the use of complex basis functions.
The required density of unknowns is then reduced dramatically
to one unknown every 50 m, and so a low-density full matrix
equation is solved for the unknown magnetic and electric sur-
face currents. This produces a full solution including forward
and backward scattering effects. The numerical results for dif-
ferent cases of dielectric surfaces have shown that a signiﬁcant
deviation from the perfectly conducting case can be obtained
only for the good dielectric surface. Consequently, the assump-
tion of perfect conductivity for the propagation over real
ground in general provides accurate results and it is not far
from reality.
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